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Clean Air Zone Consultation

1.0 Purpose
The purpose of this report is to provide a comprehensive summary of the Clean Air Zone
consultation. This consultation gave residents, visitors and workers in Portsmouth the opportunity
to provide their views on air quality measures specifically their response to the introduction of a
potential charging clean air zone.
2.0 Background
Despite ongoing work to make improvements to air quality in Portsmouth, in 2018 Portsmouth City
Council were identified as one of a number of local authorities across the UK found to be in breach
of legal limits for average annual concentrations of nitrogen dioxide. Portsmouth City Council were
therefore directed, under the powers of the Environment Act 1995, to produce an Air Quality Local
Plan setting out the approach that will be taken to deliver compliance with legal limits of nitrogen
dioxide in the city, in the shortest possible time.
Portsmouth's Air Quality Local Plan must be submitted to Government by the 31 st October 2019,
and should include evidence demonstrating which package of measures is likely to bring about
compliance with the limit value for nitrogen dioxide in the shortest possible time.
In line with Government guidance, Portsmouth City Council is investigating implementation of a
charging Clean Air Zone (CAZ) as part of a package of measures that could be implemented to
improve air quality in the city. Whilst Government advise that a charging CAZ is an effective method
for achieving compliance with legal limits for nitrogen dioxide, the data to support this is collected
from other parts of the country, and does not specifically reflect the local situation.
3.0 Research aims
A survey of those who currently drive in the proposed charging CAZ was undertaken with the primary
aim of understanding how the travel behaviour of drivers in Portsmouth could change should a
charging zone be introduced. In particular the research was interested in understanding whether the
most polluting vehicles would still be driven in the zone once a charge was introduced.
It is acknowledged that for many a daily charge to drive in the city may not be affordable, therefore
the research also sought views on a number of supporting packages, including financial incentives,
to help encourage drivers out of polluting vehicles.
It is also recognised that a daily charge to drive in the proposed charging clean air zone could have
a significant impact on businesses both in the city and surrounding areas, as a result, a business
specific consultation survey was also developed.
4.0 Sampling
The surveys were launched the week beginning 10th June and were open for four weeks to enable
as many people as possible time to complete them. The surveys were promoted through the
following communication channels, to maximise consultation engagement and subsequent
response rate:
 Portsmouth City Council's social media channels (including Facebook and LinkedIn)
 Portsmouth City Council email marketing distribution lists
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A press release encouraging participation
Internal communication promoting the survey to Portsmouth City Council staff

5.0 Survey engagement
The social media posts promoting the resident/individual survey achieved the following statistics:
 Facebook: 25,257 reach, 6703 engagement
 LinkedIn: 13,177 reach, 2603 engagement
The marketing emails promoting the surveys achieved the following statistics:
 Resident/individual survey to the 'Citizen's Panel' distribution list (restricted audience): 48%
open rate, 20% click through rate
 Resident/individual survey to the 'Your City Your Say' distribution list (open to all): 49% open
rate, 17% click through rate
 Business consultation survey to the 'Portsmouth Business' distribution list (open to all): 48%
open rate, 21% click through rate
The Portsmouth City Council email marketing distribution lists represent a good distribution across
all postcode district in the city and the above open and click through rates are above the council
average of 46.7% open rate and 12% click through rate.
5.1 Response rates
Using the various channels of marketing and communications listed in Section 4, the
resident/individual survey attracted a total of 4,636 responses and 62 businesses interacted with the
business survey. Due to the nature of these consultations, it is not possible to comment on the
statistical robustness of either of these samples. This is because the "total population" of the
resident/individual survey (the total number of people driving on to, off of or within Portsea Island)
or the business survey (the total number of businesses with LGV or HGV fleets that drive through
the proposed CAZ) are not known.
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6.0 Summary of findings
Responses were received from 4,636 individuals of which 91% were car drivers, 2% were taxi
drivers and 4% drove a Light Goods Vehicle. In addition, some 62 businesses interacted with the
business survey.
Feedback from Car Drivers














Over half of car drivers who responded to the survey live on Portsea Island, with the rest
coming from further afield
The average household income for compliant drivers is £46,726 compared to £43,284 for the
sampled non-compliant drivers
The majority of respondents (59%) normally drive non-compliant cars, of which 64% are
driving diesel vehicles and 36% are driving petrol vehicles
Some 40% of drivers of non-compliant cars expect to replace their vehicle in the next 5 years
(by 2024), with 27% planning to do so in the next two or three years. However, 60% of noncompliant cars will potentially still be on the road in 2024.
The majority of non-compliant respondents (>80%) travel on to or off of Portsea Island at
least once a week.
Over half of the most frequent journeys being made by non-compliant car drivers are
commutes to and from work (54% of respondents)
If a daily charge of £5 were introduced for car drivers, 41% reported that they would avoid
the CAZ area, 29% would either replace their vehicle or travel using a different mode, 30%
would still make the journey in their non-compliant car and pay the charge.
An increase to a £10 charge suggested a shift in behaviour with fewer people willing to pay
the charge
A charging CAZ would encourage a higher proportion of those with a disability to not make
their journeys, potentially isolating this group of people
The results of the survey suggest that a charging CAZ would drive leisure and retail shoppers
elsewhere and encourage them to stay at home
There was widespread concerns that a CAZ would have a detrimental effect on local
businesses

Feedback from Taxi Drivers





The taxi results are based on a small sample of 29 non-compliant drivers who own their own
vehicle. Drivers of leased vehicles were routed out of the survey prior to being asked for their
response to a charging CAZ because they cannot personally decide to replace a noncompliant leased vehicle. The results are therefore indicative only and may not be
representative of the wider population of taxi drivers in Portsmouth
72% of respondents are planning to replace their non-compliant taxi/PHV within the next five
years, with 55% planning to do so within the next three years
Based on a small sample of 26 non-compliant taxi drivers, and assuming a £10 CAZ charge,
9 drivers said they would retire early or leave the taxi trade, and 8 said they would stop
working in the CAZ area
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Feedback from Light Goods Vehicle drivers










Just over 100 responses were received from non-compliant LGV drivers. The results are
therefore assumed to be indicative only
The majority of LGV drivers responding (65%) live on Portsea Island, with the rest coming
from further afield. Those living on Portsea Island are more likely to have a non-compliant
vehicle.
Just under half (47% of respondents) earn less than £20,000 per annum
The majority of respondents (79%) normally drive a non-compliant LGV.
Almost three-quarters (73%) of non-compliant LGV/van drivers responding to the survey said
they have no specific plans to replace their vehicle in the next five years. Based on these
results, there is likely to be a high proportion of non-compliant LGVs are still likely to be on
the road in 2022.
Non-compliant LGV/van drivers are travelling around (within) Portsea Island frequently with
65% of respondents travelling daily; with only 30% travelling on/off the island on a daily
Based on a sample of 95 non-compliant LGV drivers and assuming a £10 CAZ charge, 23
drivers said they would pay the charge, 28 said that they would change their destination, 18
would replace or retro-fit their vehicle, and 18 would not make the journey. Making the same
journey using a different mode is not a popular choice amongst LGV drivers, with just 8 drivers
selecting this option; believed to be because LGV drivers often need their vehicles to carry
essential work equipment

Feedback from Businesses
A separate consultation survey was designed and distributed directly to local businesses (with fleets
of Light Good Vehicles (LGVs) and/or Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs)) through PCC distribution lists
and it was promoted on social media.





In total, 62 businesses responded, reflecting a range of business sizes. Most of the
businesses had up to 50 employees and up to 5 non-compliant LGVs or HGVs in their
business fleet. These businesses operate 275 non-compliant LGVs and 139 non-compliant
HGVs based on modelling calculations explained in the report.
The results are assumed to be indicative only and may not be representative of the wider
population of businesses in Portsmouth.
Around half of the 26 businesses with LGV fleets said they would relocate their business out
of the CAZ; and just under half of the 16 businesses with HGV drivers said they would do the
same
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7.0 Sample
Over half the sample live on Portsea Island; the area highlighted in Figure 1 and the map in Figure
2 shows that the postcode districts PO1-PO5 cover the proposed CAZ in Portsmouth.
Figure 1: Map of Portsea Island (proposed CAZ zone)

Figure 2: Portsea Island by postcode district

As Table 1 shows, the majority of the sample (61%) live within the proposed Clear Air Zone (CAZ)
(Portsmouth postcodes, PO1-PO5) whilst the remainder of respondents are from surrounding areas.
Each of the Portsmouth postcode districts were represented in the sample with the largest proportion
of respondents living in the PO2 and PO4 areas.
Table 1: Respondents by postcode district.

Zone

Postcode district

PO1
PO2
Clean Air Zone
PO3
PO4
PO5
Outside CAZ Surrounding districts

Percentage of responses (%)
8
15
9
19
10
39

61%

39%

Base: All respondents giving a postcode (4472)
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Figure 3: Vehicle driven most often

2

4

3

Car (excluding private hire vehicle/ taxis)
Taxi or private hire vehicle
Light Goods Vehicle (<3.5 tonnes)
Other

91

Base: Total Sample answering (4236)

As expected, the majority of the sample are car users (Figure 3). Taxi drivers were targeted and
represent 2% of the sample whilst Light Goods Vehicles (LGVs) account for 4% of the people that
interacted with the individual/resident consultation survey.
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8.0 Analysis of results for cars drivers (excluding private hire vehicles and taxis)
This section of the report is divided into the following four main parts:
 Profile of car drivers
 Car drivers vehicle replacements plans
 Car drivers response to charging CAZ
 Car drivers any other comments
8.1 Profile of car users
This section provides insight into the profile of car users in the consultation survey - it focuses on
the information collected in the demographics section of the consultation survey which included age
group, ethnic group, employment status and household income. For the purpose of keeping the
sample relevant to the scope of the research, individuals who do not drive are not included in the
main sample. All questions were voluntary and included a 'prefer not to say' option, therefore, the
base sizes vary from question to question.
For the purpose of the survey and subsequent analysis, a compliant car is defined as; any electric,
hybrid or Gas/ Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) car, any petrol car registered in or after 2006 and
any diesel car registered in or after 2015.
The aim of the consultation was to understand the behaviours of non-compliant drivers who have
driven in the past three months, therefore the non-compliant sample is defined as; anyone driving a
petrol car registered before 2006 or a diesel car registered before 2015 through or within the
proposed CAZ in the past three months.
Figure 4 Compliancy of cars
Electric/ hybrid/
LPG
Compliant
Non-compliant

Complaint
petrol/diesel
Non-compliant
petrol/disel

Base: Car drivers (3804)

As Figure 4 shows, the majority of sampled car drivers (59%) normally drive non-compliant cars
through and within the proposed CAZ (Portsea Island) - 41% of cars are compliant, only 2% of
these are hybrid, electric cars or LPG vehicles.
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Figure 5: Age distribution of car users
Total car drivers

Compliant

Non-compliant

Percentage of respondents (%)

30
25
20
15
10
5
0
17-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

Over 65

Age group
Base: Total car drivers (3744) / Compliant (1538) / Non-compliant (2206)

A good spread of ages was achieved in the consultation sample amongst car users (Figure 5). This
goes against the usual trend in council consultations whereby those aged 45+ are much more
inclined to interact; the clean air consultation captured the interest of a wider audience. There is a
slightly older profile of compliant car users, 31% of them are aged 55+ compared to 26% of noncompliant car users. Non-compliant car users are more likely to be aged 35-44 than compliant car
users (+5 percentage point difference).
Figure 6: Ethnic group distribution of car users
Total car drivers

Compliant Cars

Non-compliant

Ethnic group

White - British

White - Other

Other ethnic group
0

20

40
60
Percentage of respondents (%)

80

100

Base: Total car drivers (3135) / Compliant (1387) / Non-compliant (1748)

As shown in Figure 6, the majority of car drivers in the consultation sample were white (98%), the
majority of whom were British (94%). Only a small proportion (2%) of the sample were from other
ethnic groups including Asian or Asian British (1%) and Mixed/ Multiple ethnic groups (1%). There
are no differences between users of compliant and users of non-compliant cars in terms of ethnic
group.
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Figure 7: Employment status of car users
Total car drivers

Compliant

Non-compliant

Employed full time
Employed part time

Employment status

Self employed
Retired
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Looking after home/family/dependants
Unable to work
Other
0
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70

Percentage of respondents (%)
Base: Total car drivers (3415) / Compliant (1472) / Non-compliant (1943)

Figure 7 shows that a large proportion of car users are working; two thirds work full time (67%), a
further 10% work part-time and 6% are self-employed. 12% of sampled drivers are retired leaving
very small proportions in education, unable to work and looking after the home/ family/ dependents.
The employment profile of compliant and non-compliant car users is very similar. The main point of
difference is the slightly higher proportion of retired compliant drivers (+3 percentage points) which
supports the older profile of this group of drivers (see Figure 5).
Figure 8: Household income of car users
Total car drivers

Compliant

Non-compliant

Household income

Less than £20,000
£20,000 - £39,999
£40,000 - £59,000
£60,000 - £79,000
£80,000 or more
0

5

10

15
20
25
Percentage of respondents (%)

30

35

Base: Total car drivers (2920) / Compliant (1234) / Non-compliant (1670)
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The consultation sample represents people across the household income spectrum, from those
earning under £10,000 right through to top earners earning over £100,000. The profile of compliant
and non-compliant drivers is fairly well matched in terms of household income (see Figure 8).
Compliant car users are slightly more affluent, 29% earn over £60,000 compared to 23% of noncompliant drivers. The average household income for compliant drivers is £46,726 compared to
£43,284 for the sampled non-compliant drivers. 47% of compliant car users and 52% of noncompliant car users earn under £40,000.
Figure 9: Residence of car users
Total car drivers

Compliant

Non-compliant

Live on Portsea Island

Do not live on Portsea Island
0

10

20

30
40
50
Percentage of respondents

60

70

Base: Total car drivers (3806) / Compliant (1557) / Non-compliant (2249)

A large proportion of car users (60%) live on Portsea Island (see Figure 9) whilst the remainder of
respondents live in surrounding areas including; Paulsgrove, Cosham, Portchester, Fareham,
Waterlooville, Rowland's Castle, Gosport, the Isle of Wight and Hayling Island. A small proportion
come from slightly further afield including Bournemouth, Southampton and Guildford. There are no
differences in the compliancy distribution (compliant/ non-compliant) in terms of residence.
8.2 Vehicle replacements for car users
This section provides insight into the types of vehicles car drivers are making their journeys with it focuses on whether current cars are compliant or non-compliant, whether non-compliant users
are planning to replace their car in the next five years, and if they are, what types of car they are
planning to replace their non-compliant vehicle with.

Percentage of respondents (%)

Figure 10: Non-compliant cars by fuel type

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Petrol
Diesel
Fuel type of non-compliant cars
Base: Non-compliant car drivers (2249)
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Figure 10 shows that non-compliant diesel cars account for the majority of non-compliant cars being
driven in the proposed CAZ (64% of respondents). Just over a third of non-compliant cars are petrol
(36% of respondents).
Figure 11: Expected timeframe for replacing vehicle used for most frequent journeys

Expect to replace vehicle

Within the next 2 years (by 2021)
Within the next 3 years (by 2022)
Within the next 4 years (by 2023)
Within the next 5 years (by 2024)
No specific plans to replace the vehicle
0

10

20
30
40
50
Percentage of respondents (%)

60

Base: Non-compliant car drivers (2223)

As shown in Figure 11, 40% of drivers of non-compliant cars expect to replace their vehicle in the
next 5 years (by 2024). The results from this suggest that potentially 60% of non-compliant cars will
still be on the road in 2024. Of those considering replacing their vehicle over a quarter (27% of
respondents) envisage doing so in the next two or three years.
Figure 12: Plan of non-compliant cars replacement, by year and replacement vehicle

9%

Non-compliant

By 2021

By 2022

Petrol

2 1

Diesel

2 1 1

59%

Compliant

Petrol

13

Diesel

4

Unsure

Electric/ hybrid

32%

By 2023

9

6
9

0

4

3

2 12
7

Unsure

By 2024

3
10

10

5
5

6

20
30
Percentage of respondents (%)

40

Base: Non-compliant car drivers replacing car in next 5 years (896)
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Drivers of non-compliant cars planning to replace their vehicle within the next five years were asked
what type of vehicle they expect their replacement to be. Figure 12 shows that 9% of respondents
expect they will still be driving a non-compliant vehicle in five years (split fairly evenly between petrol
and diesel), half of these will be replaced within the next year (by 2021). Compliant replacements
(59%) are largely comprised of petrol (29%) and electric and hybrid vehicles (22%) and the majority
of compliant replacements will be within the next two years (by 2022). Almost a third (32%) of noncompliant drivers planning to replace their vehicles in the next five years are unsure what their
replacement vehicle will be.
8.3 Car drivers' response to a charging CAZ
This section of the survey includes information about the nature of journeys being made; the
frequency and purpose of journeys on, off (through) and around (within) Portsea Island by both
residents and non-residents in the survey sample. It will also cover the behavioural response to
different levels of charge and suggestions for alternative measures from the open-ended responses.
Figure 13: Frequency of travelling on to or off of Portsea Island by fuel type

Fuel of non-compliant car

Daily

4-6 days

Diesel

2-3 days

Once a week

20

Petrol

27

17

0

10

Less than once a week

20

20

21

25

30

I never drive on/off of Portsea Island

16

15

18

40
50
60
70
Percentage of respondents (%)

19

80

1

90

100

Base: Non-compliant diesel car drivers (1434)/Non-compliant petrol car drivers (818)

Figure 13 shows the frequency of journeys residents are making on to and off of Portsea Island;
travelling in to and out of the CAZ. Non-compliant diesel car users are making these journeys more
frequently than petrol car users - 47% of diesel car drivers travel at least every 4 days compared to
37% of petrol car drivers. The majority of journeys on and off Portsea Island are made weekly
(>80%) therefore it is clear than the implementation of Portsea Island-wide CAZ would affect a large
proportion of both residents and non-residents.
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Figure 14: Frequency of travelling around Portsea Island (residents), by fuel type
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5 2
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Base: Residents - Non-compliant diesel car drivers (786)/Non-compliant petrol car drivers (554)

Residents are travelling within Portsea Island on a very frequent basis (see Figure 14), with diesel
drivers making journeys most often, 44% of non-compliant diesel car drivers travel daily compared
to 36% of non-compliant petrol car drivers. The majority of residents are making journeys around
the proposed CAZ on at least a weekly basis (>93%).
Figure 15: Reason for most frequent journey in past three months

To/from work

Reason for journey

Leisure/entertainment
Visit friends or relatives
Shopping
Travelling for work (not commuting)
Taking children to/from education
Personal business (e.g. doctor or bank…
To/from college/university
Other
0

10
20
30
40
Percentage of respondents (%)

50

60

Base: Non-compliant car drivers (2223)

Figure 15 shows that over half of most frequent journeys being made by non-compliant car drivers
are commutes to and from work (54% of respondents). People are also travelling to leisure and
entertainment, visiting friends or relatives and to go shopping (10% of respondents each). The
remainder of frequent journeys (16%) are for other reasons such as work journeys (not commuting),
travel to and from educational establishments and personal business.
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Figure 16: Reason for most frequent journey in past three months
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Figure 16 suggests that non-compliant diesel drivers are slightly more likely to be using their cars to
travel to and from work on Portsea Island (55% non-compliant; 51% compliant), whereas petrol
drivers are more likely to be using their cars to visit friends and relatives and to go shopping.
Figure 17: Non-compliant car drivers response to charging CAZ
Made the same journey and paid the charge
Changed the destination to avoid the charging area
Made the same journey but using a different mode (e.g. Park and Ride, public transport, cycle, walk)
Replaced the vehicle (or retro-fit) to compliant type
Would not have made the journey
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Figure 17 shows the impact a CAZ would have on non-compliant car users; the introduction of a
charge would have an immediate impact on the travel choices being made through and within
Portsea Island. 30% of non-compliant car users would still make the same journey and pay a £5
charge, however if the daily charge was £10 that proportion almost halves 17% of respondents and
remains around that level regardless of further increases to £15 and £20 (15% and 13%
respectively). Around a fifth (21%-22%) of people would change their destination to avoid the
charging area, increasing charging levels do not impact the proportion of people responding in this
way. At a £5 daily charge, 13% of non-compliant car users would make the journey using a different,
often more sustainable mode, this increases by 2 percentage points to 15% for higher charging
levels. A charging zone would encourage a proportion of people to replace their vehicle (or retro-fit)
to a compliant type; 16% at £5 increasing to 23% at the £20 charging level. A fifth of non-compliant
drivers would not make the journey at all at the £5 charging point, this increases to 27% of
respondents as the charge level reaches the £15+ level.
Overall the results show that the introduction of even a daily £5 charging point has a marked impact
upon non-compliant car travel within and through Portsea Island; 41% would avoid the charging
area (changed their destination or not made the journey) and 29% would either replace their vehicle
or travel using a different mode - it is assumed that respondents considered the costs of replacing
their vehicle against the information about travelling in the zone that was provided in the survey and
made a judgement based on this. Although, 30% would still make the journey in their non-compliant
car and pay the charge. An increase to £10 sees a shift in behaviour with fewer people willing to pay
the charge (17%); people would rather replace or retro-fit their vehicle or not make the journey.
Increases beyond £10 however, have little further impact upon non-compliant car users.
Figure 18: Non-compliant car drivers response to charging CAZ by fuel type
Made the same journey and paid the charge
Changed the destination to avoid the charging area
Made the same journey but using a different mode (e.g. Park and Ride, public transport, cycle, walk)
Replaced the vehicle (or retro-fit) to compliant type
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Base: Non-compliant petrol drivers (759) / Diesel drivers (1330)
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Figure 18 shows the difference in behaviour between non-compliant diesel and petrol drivers at
different charging levels. Diesel drivers are consistently more inclined to make the same journey
and pay the charge than petrol drivers, this is in line with the finding that this cohort of drivers are
more likely to be making journeys for work (see Figure 16); an essential journey for many that can't
be easily avoided. Similarly, the largest shift in behaviour occurs between the £5 and £10 charging
levels, beyond that any movements are very small.
At a £5 charging point, drivers are most likely to make the journey and pay the charge (28% petrol
and 31% diesel), however beyond that they are more likely to avoid the charge by not making the
journey or changing their destination. Petrol drivers are more likely to either make their journeys
using alternative modes of transport or to simply not make the journey at all (2 percentage point
difference at £5, 3 percentage point difference at £10). Opinions on replacing or retro-fitting vehicles
do not differ between drivers of cars regardless of their vehicle's' fuel type.

Figure 19: Non-compliant car drivers response to charging CAZ by disability/no disability
Made the same journey and paid the charge
Changed the destination to avoid the charging area
Made the same journey but using a different mode (e.g. Park and Ride, public transport, cycle, walk)
Replaced the vehicle (or retro-fit) to compliant type
Would not have made the journey
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A clean air charging zone would encourage those with a disability to not make their journeys,
potentially isolating this group of people (see Figure 19). At the £5 level they are more likely to
change their destination or not make the journey in order to avoid paying the charge (48% of
respondents compared to 38% of respondents with no disability). Replacing or retro-fitting their
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vehicle is much less appealing to those with a disability at all charging levels (<16%). Consistently
people with a disability are less likely to make the same journey using a different mode - it's simply
not a viable option for many because of their disabilities. It is recommended from the results of this
analysis that consideration needs to be given to this cohort of people and further research is required
to ensure that they are not isolated due to the introduction of a clean air charging zone.

Figure 20: Non-compliant car drivers response to charging CAZ by blue badge holder/no blue badge
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Blue badge holders are again at risk of becoming isolated from the introduction of a charging zone
(see Figure 20). This sub-set are similar to the main group of people with a disability in that a large
proportion of them are less likely to make their journeys due to a charging zone (33% of respondents
at £20), however they differ in that they are slightly more likely to pay the charge beyond the £5 level
compared with non-badge holders. Replacing or retro-fitting their vehicle is far less appealing to blue
badge holders at all charging levels; <15% beyond the £5 level. They are less affected by the zone
in their ability to use a different mode of transport, similar proportions of those with and without a
badge would do so. Making the same journey using a different mode of transport and replacing or
retro-fitting vehicles would have the least uptake if a charging zone was introduced amongst blue
badge holders (at all charging points).
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Figure 21: Non-compliant car drivers response to charging CAZ by reason for most frequent travel
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Figure 21 suggests that a clean air charging zone will drive leisure and retail shoppers elsewhere
and encourage them to stay at home; 31% of respondents will change their destination to avoid the
charging area (i.e. go to a retail outlet or entertainment venue outside of Portsmouth) at the £5 level,
or simply won't make the journey at all (27% of respondents). At the lowest charging point (£5) a
fifth will still make the journey and pay the charge, as soon as this is increased to £10 the proportion
of people willing to pay the charge dramatically drops to 6% and remains low for higher charges.
The proportion of leisure/ shopper drivers either willing to make the same journey but using a
different mode or willing to replace or retro-fit their vehicles increases by 3 percentage points to 13%
at a £10 charging level.
A third of people whose most frequent journey within or through Portsea Island is commuting will
pay a £5 charge (33% of respondents) although this drops to 20% of respondents at £10 - they are
instead persuaded to make the same journey using a different mode or replace or retro-fit their car
(a combined 9 percentage point increase). Beyond a £5 charging level, commuters behaviour is
fairly evenly divided between the different options, with a slight preference to replacing their car or
retro-fitting them to a compliant type.
The behaviour of leisure users/ shoppers and commuters demonstrates the biggest changes
between the £5 and £10 charging levels, beyond £10 there is little movement in the choices people
make. The impact on car drivers differs depending upon the purpose of their journey.
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Figure 22: Appeal of schemes to help reduce pollution from private cars
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A fast, high quality bus service was the most popular scheme to help reduce pollution from private
cars amongst non-compliant car drivers; 33% of respondents claim they would use it if a charging
CAZ was introduced (see Figure 22). High quality cycle routes were also popular, just under a fifth
selected them (24% of respondents). An enhanced Park & Ride and a mobility credit scheme
offering free public transport appealed to 18% and 15% of respondents respectively, and finally a
car club scheme with low emissions had the weakest appeal with just 10% of non-compliant drivers
selecting this as a mitigation measure they would use. A large proportion of drivers selected 'none
of the listed options' - half of non-compliant drivers (51%) would not use any of the mitigation
measures.
In terms of where people are driving, people driving frequently (4+ times per week) within and
through the proposed CAZ follow the general pattern of responses seen amongst the total sample
of non-compliant car drivers, except the Park & Ride scheme. An enhanced Park & Ride
understandably has a much lower appeal amongst those driving more frequently within the CAZ
(9%); the results suggest it is not a service residents' view as an option for travelling within Portsea
Island. Drivers travelling within the CAZ are generally more positive towards the mitigation measures
compared to those driving through the CAZ frequently, particularly towards the mobility credit
scheme offering free public transport; 16% of those travelling within CAZ frequently would use this
scheme compared to 12% of those travelling through the CAZ frequently. Over half of non-compliant
drivers travelling through the proposed CAZ on a regular basis would not use any of the schemes
listed (53% of respondents) although this figure is lower amongst those travelling within frequently
(49% of respondents)
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Figure 23: Minimum amount of mobility credits non-compliant car drivers would want to receive in exchange
for scrapping their car
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Figure 23 shows the minimum amount of mobility credits non-compliant drivers would want to
receive in exchange for scrapping their cars - £5,000 is by far the most popular response, selected
by 35% of people interested in the scheme. 16% of respondents would like to receive a minimum of
between £1,000 and £1,500 and just over a fifth of non-compliant drivers (21%) who selected this
scheme as an option they would be interested in would like to receive at least £2,000 to £2,500.
Figure 24: Minimum amount of mobility credits non-compliant car drivers would want to receive in exchange
for scrapping their car by fuel type
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Non-compliant petrol drivers have significantly lower expectations in terms of the minimum amount
of mobility credits they would want in exchange for their cars (see Figure 24); 23% of respondents
would accept £1,000-£1,500 compared to only 10% of diesel drivers being prepared to accept that
amount. Again at the next price point, £2,000-£2,500 more petrol drivers would agree to scrap their
car for this sum of credits, 24% petrol driver compared to 19% of diesel drivers. Diesel drivers are
more likely to want £3,000+, the most popular answer by far was £5,000 which was selected by 40%
of non-compliant diesel drivers and 30% of non-compliant petrol drivers.
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Figure 25: Minimum amount of mobility credits non-compliant car drivers would want to receive in exchange
for scrapping their car by household income
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As Figure 25 shows there is little difference between the amounts of mobility credits respondents
would expect to receive in exchange for scrapping their non-compliant cars irrespective of their
household income. The proportion of respondents that would expect a minimum of £5,000 is slightly
higher among those with a household income of less than £30,000 per annum compared to those
with a household income of over £30,000 per annum although the difference is minimal (2
percentage points). In contrast the proportion of respondents that would expect a minimum of
£2,000-£2,500 is slightly higher among those with a household income of more than £30,000 per
annum compared to those with a household income of less than £30,000 per annum although the
difference is still small given the base size (6 percentage points).
Figure 26: Word cloud of suggestions of schemes which could help reduce air pollution from cars
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Figure 26 shows the main themes from suggestions non-compliant drivers gave to reduce air
pollution from cars. There was a huge array of comments but some key areas were repeated in the
open-ended responses, below each theme is covered in more detail with the most common
responses highlighted in bold.
Public transport
Improvements to public transport was by far the most popular theme highlighted in the open-ended
comments; suggestions were sometimes very specific and at other times more general. There was
a call for lower or free fares (buses, taxis etc.), some wanted free fares for all (funded by the
emissions zone) whilst others felt that only specific sub-groups should be eligible, for example noncompliant drivers or residents. A wider variety of routes would appeal to some, to make journeys
more feasible both in terms of being able to use public transport and journey lengths, routes out of
the city to local areas were mentioned in particular including Havant, Gosport, Fareham and
Waterlooville. Improved bus stops and more reliable services would encourage some proportion
of non-compliant drivers to switch to public transport more often. Improved availability of parking
at train stations would help make the railway an achievable option for some drivers, there was even
call for an underground to help people travel around the city. Additional services such as school
buses and a tram system were also cited by some.
Cycling and walking
Another popular area of improvement mentioned was cycle lanes; people want better, safer cycle
lanes and more of them. Schemes and campaigns that encourage cycling and walking would be
welcomed, for example offering tax relief on bike purchases, or improving changing facilities at work.
Electric vehicles
Encouraging a shift towards electric vehicles was another theme that emerged in the comments
from non-compliant car drivers. Suggestions included requiring all commercial vehicles, buses and
taxis to be electric and making all Portsmouth City Council cars electric, or compliant at least. There
were a lot of concerns focused around the lack of charging points in the city, particularly in shared
and residential areas; many residents don't have their own driveway and so would require on-street
charging points to be available. Schemes subsidising electric car purchases, or that incentivise
and help people to buy an electric vehicle were mentioned by some as a way to lower air pollution
from cars.
Park & Ride
Some suggestions focussed on improvements to the Park & Ride service available in Portsmouth,
these ranged from providing a cheaper or even free service to specifics about the bus routes and
times. Some non-compliant drivers want the Park & Ride to cover a wider area of Portsea Island,
whilst others want a more frequent service or for buses to run later into the evening. A later
service might help encourage drivers to still visit Portsmouth for leisure and entertainment in the
evenings, as oppose to going elsewhere as seen in Figure 21.
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Traffic flow
Improvements to traffic flow were another theme that emerged from the data; suggestions included
stopping bus priority, increasing speed limits, removing road narrowing, removing pedestrian
power at traffic lights, have fewer traffic lights or fewer roundabouts. Some people felt that an
increased number of parking spaces would prevent people sitting in traffic for as long waiting to
find a space. Others felt that by limiting the number of cars per household, the volume of traffic
might be reduced thus helping traffic flow and reducing air pollution from cars.
Ferries/ port
The port is held responsible for contributing to air pollution by some non-compliant drivers in Portsea
Island, they felt that reducing the number of ferries or limiting the number of HGVs using the
port would help considerably. Some wanted an improved Hayling ferry service to encourage them
to use it more often.
Other comments
There was a whole range of individual suggestions that didn't fall into the main themes, these
included introducing an e-scooter scheme like the one that runs in Christchurch (New Zealand), to
relocating Gunwharf to an out of town location. Car users had further ideas to try to reduce the
impact on retail areas including making the zone smaller to protect retail areas and inserting a
direct road to Gunwharf. Some had ideas for managing clean air zone charges for example only
allowing residents vehicles on the Island, not charging residents if they don't leave the Island,
basing charges on the emissions of individual cars (like the ULEV zone) instead of basing them
solely on age and fuel type, and staggering charges (e.g. charge HGVs more than small cars).

8.4 Car drivers any other comments
At the end of the individual/resident survey all responding car drivers were given the opportunity to
share their ideas on how the CAZ could be improved or how it will impact people's lives. This next
section focuses on the main themes identified from these open-ended comments.
Figure 27: Word cloud of most common themes in open-ended responses of all car drivers
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Figure 27 shows the main themes in the open-ended responses of all car drivers. There was a large
volume of comments covering an array of themes but some key areas were repeated in the openended responses, below each theme is expanded in more detail.
Blame
Some drivers do not believe that Portsmouth is not a pollution hot spot, especially given its location
on the coast; promoting key information around air pollution levels around Portsmouth might help
educate this cohort of people as to Portsmouth's current position in this area. As mentioned above
in suggestions (see Figure 27) the port was again assigned blame for being a big contributor to
pollution levels.
Alternatives
Alternatives to car usage were criticised; public transport is seen as limiting in terms of unsuitable
routes and cycle lanes are seen as poor and requiring improvement. A small group of drivers
expressed a desire for park and ride services to start earlier.
Impact on employment and local businesses
A lot of people using their cars to travel to work fear that a CAZ would force them to find alternative
employment out of the city; aside from the financial difficulties of paying a daily charge, particularly
low paid and part-time workers, people have childcare commitments that make using cars an
essential part of their commute. Some were more proactive and had suggestions to tackle air
pollution such as employers supporting staff to work flexibly or to work from home.
There was widespread concerns that a CAZ would have a detrimental effect on local businesses;
some might lose customers looking for alternatives outside the city (i.e. dentist practices), retailers
would suffer as shoppers avoid Portsmouth and visitors to the port will look elsewhere to fulfil their
travel needs.
Questions were raised about the impact a CAZ would have on the Post Office and police station,
given that they are located within the zone.
Electric
There were concerns about the number of charging points around the city amongst those
considering the practicalities of owning an electric/ hybrid vehicle, similarly concerns were raised
about whether Portsmouth grid could support an increase in electric charging. Some drivers would
welcome a switch to electric vehicles, starting with the Portsmouth City Council fleet, buses and
taxis. The benefit of the short length of many journeys within Portsea Island was highlighted, making
a switch to electric viable for many vehicles.
Residents
Many residents felt that a CAZ would drive them to relocate out of the city, particularly where they
rely on their vehicle to fulfil their needs e.g. attending sports clubs, carrying equipment, for people
with disabilities or additional needs, childcare commitments etc. Some had concerns about the
impact on children in terms of getting them to evening clubs and activities, and the effect a CAZ
would have on visiting and supporting other family members, e.g. elderly relatives.
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Affordability
A clean air charge is often seen as targeting low income groups, of which there are many in
Portsmouth. For many residents and visitors to Portsea Island the option of upgrading to a compliant
car is not open to them; they just can't afford it.
Exemption
A number of suggestions were put forward for groups that should be made exempt from paying the
charge; community midwives, care in the community workers, blue badge holders and visitors to
Portsmouth International Port.
Reducing traffic
Again some useful comments were made about how to reduce the volume of traffic, for example
encouraging supporters to park outside the city on match days, banning students on bringing cars
into the city and limiting Houses of Multiple Occupancy (HMOs).
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9.0 Analysis of results for taxi/Private Hire Vehicle (PHV) drivers
This section of the report is divided into the following four main parts:
 Profile of taxi/Private Hire Vehicle (PHV) drivers
 Taxi/PHV drivers vehicle replacements plans
 Taxi/PHV drivers response to charging CAZ
 Taxi/PHV drivers any other comments
9.1 Profile of taxi/Private Hire Vehicle (PHV) drivers
This section provides insight into the profile of the taxi and PHV drivers that interacted with the
consultation survey - it focuses on the information collected in the demographics section of the
survey which included age group, ethnic group, personal income and location of residence. Drivers
of leased vehicles are included in the demographic data below, however they were routed out of the
survey prior to being asked for their response to a charging clean air zone because they cannot
personally decide to replace a non-compliant leased vehicle and as a result are removed from the
data in the subsequent section. All questions in the demographics section of the survey were
voluntary and included a 'prefer not to say' option, therefore, the base sizes vary from question to
question.
For the purpose of the survey a compliant vehicle is defined as; any electric, hybrid or Gas/ Liquefied
Petroleum Gas (LPG) vehicle, any petrol vehicle registered in or after 2006 and any diesel vehicle
registered in or after 2015.
The aim of the consultation was to understand the behaviours of non-compliant drivers who have
recently driven in the proposed CAZ, therefore this non-compliant sample is defined as; anyone
driving a petrol vehicle registered before 2006 or driving a diesel vehicle registered before 2015 in
the past three months.
Figure 28: Compliancy of taxis/ PHVs
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Taxis/ PHVs are more likely to be newer vehicles; 53% of respondents drive compliant petrol or
diesel vehicles (see Figure 28) and a further 5% of the respondents drive electric or hybrid vehicles.
Whereas 42% of sampled taxi or PHVs are non-compliant petrol and diesel vehicles.
Figure 29: Age distribution of taxi/ PHV drivers
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The age distribution of taxi/PHV drivers (see Figure 29) shows that compliant vehicles are more
common in the three younger age groups and non-compliant vehicles are more common in the three
older age groups. The largest difference between the proportion of compliant and non-compliant
taxi/PHVs is in the 35-44 age group (24 percentage points).
Figure 30: Ethnic group of taxi/PHV drivers
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Figure 30 shows the ethic group distribution of the taxi/PHV drivers that interacted with the
consultation survey - the results from this analysis suggest that a larger proportion of 'white - British'
respondents have non-compliant taxi/PHVs whereas the 'white - other' and 'other ethnic group'
respondents are more likely to drive complaint taxis/PHVs.
Figure 31: Residence of taxi/ PHV drivers
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The majority of taxi and PHV drivers live on Portsea Island regardless of the type of vehicle they are
driving (see Figure 31), 86% of respondents in total. Non-compliant drivers are slightly more likely
to live off the Island, almost a quarter live outside of Portsea Island (24% of respondents) compared
to just 14% of responding compliant taxi/PVH drivers.

Personal income

Figure 32: Personal income of non-compliant taxi/ PHV drivers
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To understand the impacts of a potential daily charge on non-compliant taxi/PHV drivers,
respondents with non-compliant vehicles were asked about their personal income and as Figure 32
shows the majority of respondents (62%) have a personal income of £10,000-£19,000. However, it
is important to note here the reduced base size which as research shows is likely due to the
sensitivity asking income questions in surveys. Further research is therefore required to better
understand a representative personal income distribution of non-compliant taxis/PHV drivers that
drive through and within Portsea Island.
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9.2 Vehicle replacements for taxi/ PHV drivers
This section provides insight into the types of vehicles that taxi and PHV drivers are making journeys
with - it focuses on whether current vehicles are compliant or non-compliant, whether non-compliant
drivers are planning to replace their vehicle in the next five years, and if they are, what type of vehicle
they are planning to replace their non-compliant vehicle with.
As mentioned previously, drivers of leased taxis/PHVs were routed out of the survey at this point
and are not included in the data in this section or subsequent sections of the report. Although, this
cohort of respondents were given the opportunity to complete the survey as a driver of another
privately owned vehicle if applicable.
Figure 33: Non-compliant taxi/ PHV by fuel type
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All non-compliant taxi/PHV drivers in the consultation sample drive diesel vehicles (see Figure 33).
Figure 34: Expected timeframe for replacing non-compliant taxi/PHV used for most frequent journeys
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The non-compliant taxi/PHV drivers where then asked about their vehicle replacement plans see
Figure 34. The results show an opposing trend to the replacement plans of non-compliant car divers
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(see Figure 11, Section 8.2) because a large majority of respondents (72%) are planning to replace
their non-compliant taxi/PHV within the next five years (55% within the next three years).
Encouragingly, a small majority (52%) have plans to replace their non-compliant taxis/PHVs with
complaint diesel or hybrid cars within the next four years - see Figure 35. Although 48% of this
cohort remain unsure what vehicle type they will replace their non-complaint tax/PHV with over the
next five years.
Figure 35: Replacement of non-compliant taxi/ PHVs
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9.3 Taxi/PHV response to charging Clean Air Zone (CAZ)
This section of the survey includes information about the nature of journeys being made by noncompliant taxi/PHV drivers; the frequency of journeys within and through Portsea Island. It also
covers the behavioural response to different levels of charge and suggestions for alternative
measures from the open-ended responses.
Figure 36: Frequency of travelling on to or off of Portsea Island
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Figure 36 shows that the majority of taxi/PHV respondents drive through the proposed CAZ
everyday which given the nature of the city's taxi trade typical working hours, is in line with expected
results.
Figure 37: Non-compliant taxi/PHV drivers response to charging CAZ
Make the same journey using own taxi/private hire vehicle and paid the charge
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The trends highlighted from the analysis of the non-compliant taxi/PHV responses (see Figure 37)
are similar to the car driver response to a charging CAZ (see Figure 17, Section 8.3). There is a
large reduction in the proportion of respondents prepared to pay a daily charge of £5 (44%) to a
daily charge of £10 (20%) although this reduction does not continue at the price point increase
between £15 and £20 - the proportion of respondents that would still make the journey and pay
these daily charges plateaus at 13%.
The proportion of taxi/PHV drivers that indicated they would replace/retro-fit their vehicle increases
from 8% at the £5 daily charge to 12% at the £10 daily charge although decreases back to 9% at
£15 daily charge mostly explained by a large increase in the proportion of drivers that selected 'retire
early/leave the taxi trade' (43%) at £15 daily charge price point. The 'retire early/leave the taxi trade'
response further increases to half the sample (50%) at the £20 daily charge point.
Figure 38: Non-compliant taxi/PHV drivers response to charging CAZ by location of residence
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Non-resident taxi/PHV drivers are more likely to make the same journey and pay the daily charge across
each of the four charge points although this decreases from 71% at a £5 daily to charge to 43% of
respondents at a £20 daily charge (see Figure 38). A majority of the resident taxi/PHV drivers selected 'retire
early/leave the taxi trade' or 'stop working the Clean Air Zone' across each of the potential four charge points.
At the £15 and £20 charge points, no resident taxi/PHV drivers selected that they would pay the daily charge.
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Figure 39: Impact on most frequent journey travelling in or through the CAZ by daily charge
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Figure 39 shows that the drivers with wheelchair accessible taxis/PHVs are more likely to either 'retire
early/leave the taxi trade' or 'stop working in the Clean Air Zone' - across all four price points no drivers with
wheelchair accessible taxis/PHV selected 'make the same journey and pay the charge' or 'replace (or retrofit) vehicle to compliant type'. These results suggest that the users of wheelchair accessible taxis will be
impacted more than other taxi/PHV users which, given the findings in Section 8.3, could further isolate
residents/visitors with disabilities.
It is however again important to note here the very small base sizes in the previous two figures, particularly
of the non-resident taxi/PHV drivers and wheelchair accessible taxis/PHVs. This reinforces the need for
further targeted research to understand from a more representative sample how these cohorts of drivers
would respond if a charging CAZ were introduced for taxis/PHVs.
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Figure 40: Appeal of schemes to help reduce pollution from taxis/ PHVs
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Taxi/PHV drivers are more supportive of the mitigation measures presented to them compared to
the private car drivers (less than 10% selected the 'none of the listed options' in the survey) - see
Figure 40. The most popular of these options, which was selected by a majority of total noncompliant taxi/PHV driver respondents, is 'an interest free loan to support upgrade to ultra-low
emission vehicle'; this option was also the most popular response among the taxi/PHV drivers that
frequently drive through and within the proposed CAZ.
Another popular mitigation measure which was selected by a third (33%) of the total non-compliant
taxi/PHV drivers is 'a grant to support upgrade to an electric vehicle, supported by the installation of
EV charging points at taxi ranks and other key locations around the city'. This option was also the
second most popular in both the subsets of drivers that frequency drive through the CAZ (35% of
respondents) and those that frequency drive within the CAZ (40% of respondents). Interestingly, the
'an opportunity to trial use of an electric vehicle' was the joint most unpopular option and was only
selected by 7% of the total non-compliant taxi/PHV drivers which suggests there is not a lack of
awareness about electric vehicles among this cohort of respondents.
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Figure 41: Wordcloud of themes in suggestions of schemes which could help reduce air pollution from taxis

Figure 41 shows the main themes from suggestions non-compliant drivers gave to reduce air
pollution from taxis/ PHVs. Only 10 non-compliant drivers made suggestions so analysis only
represents a small proportions of taxi/ PHV driver opinions.
Traffic flow
The main theme in the open-ended comments was making improvements to traffic flow. Four taxi/
PHV drivers made suggestions to help keep traffic moving around the city, these include removing
speed bumps, improving traffic lights to help traffic flow, giving PHVs access to bus lanes and
opening up more roads to reduce traffic jams.
Other comments
A range of other comments were made by individual taxi/ PHV drivers, some looked towards
compliant vehicles; one driver expressed interest in interest free loans from the Government to help
with emission free car purchases, whilst another suggested installing free charging points in the city.
Other suggestions were more varied and included ensuring the charge was fair and applied to all
drivers, not just to commercial vehicles, making taxis exempt from the charge and to stop issuing
new licenses.
9.4 Taxi/PHV any other comments
As with the individual/resident car driver survey, at the end of the taxi/ PHV survey respondents in
the consultation sample were given the opportunity to share their ideas on how the CAZ could be
improved or how it will impact people's lives. Only seven non-compliant taxi/ PHV drivers made
comments so responses cannot be considered to represent overall views on a CAZ.
The comments covered the following areas:







Concerns about the definition of compliancy not being in line with the ULEZ
Support the less affluent by offering them financial support to replace their vehicles
Ferries not turning their engines off in the port; generating high emissions
Self-employed workers suffering financially
Suggestions to introduce a CAZ gradually to give people time to prepare
Make public transport better and cheaper
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10.0 Analysis of results for Light Goods Vehicles (LGVs)
This section of the report is divided into the following four main parts:
 Profile of LGV/van drivers
 LGV/van drivers vehicle replacements plans
 LGV/van drivers response to charging CAZ
 LGV/van drivers any other comments
10.1 Profile of LGV/van drivers
This section provides insight into the profile of LGV/van drivers in the consultation survey - it focuses
on the information collected in the demographics section of the consultation survey which included
age group, ethnic group, employment status and personal income. For the purpose of keeping the
sample relevant to the scope of the research, individuals who do not drive are not included in the
main sample. All questions were voluntary and included a 'prefer not to say' option, therefore, the
base sizes vary from question to question.
For the purpose of the survey a compliant vehicle is defined as; any electric, hybrid or Gas/ Liquefied
Petroleum Gas (LPG) vehicle, any petrol vehicle registered in or after 2006 and any diesel vehicle
registered in or after 2015.
The aim of the consultation was to understand the behaviours of non-compliant drivers who have
driven in the past three months and have control over deciding which vehicle they travel in for work,
therefore this non-compliant sample is defined as anyone driving:




A petrol vehicle registered before 2006 or a diesel vehicle registered before 2015
Have driven through or within Portsea Island the past three months
Who makes decisions about how they travel for work within Portsea Island and about the
vehicle they travel for work in. The making decisions for work element of this definition was
only asked to drivers whose most frequent journey in the past three months was travelling
for work.

Figure 42: Compliancy of LGV/van
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79%

Base: LGV/van drivers (156)
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Around a fifth (21%) of LGV/van drivers are driving compliant vehicles (see Figure 42), the smallest
proportion seen amongst drivers of different vehicles in the consultation sample (car, taxi/PHV).
There are no electric or hybrid LGVs/vans in the consultation sample.
Figure 43: Age distribution of LGV/van drivers
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Figure 43 shows that compliant drivers are more common in the younger two age groups (40% of
respondents) whereas non-compliant drivers are more likely to be aged 35-54 (52% of respondents).
Both types of drivers are represented in every age group, and despite differences in individual
groups the same proportion, just under half, are aged 45+ (47% compliant and 48% non-compliant).
Figure 44: Ethnic group distribution of LGV/van drivers
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Figure 44 shows that as observed in the car driver consultation sample, the vast majority of LGV/van
drivers are white (99%), most of whom are British (92%) and only 1% of the LGV/can drivers sample
are Chinese. A slightly higher proportion of compliant LGV/van drivers are white British (+3
percentage points) whilst non-compliant drivers include some white Irish drivers (+4 percentage
points).
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Figure 45: Employment status of LGV/van users
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Some large differences exist between compliant and non-compliant LGV/van drivers in terms of
employment status (see Figure 45); a much larger proportion of compliant drivers are employed full
time (71% of respondents) whilst non-compliant are more likely to be self-employed (48% of
respondents). Only a small proportion are employed part-time (5% of respondents) or retired (5% of
respondents).

Personal income

Figure 46: Personal income of non-compliant LGV/van drivers
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A large proportion of non-compliant LGV/van drivers earn a personal income at the lower end of the
scale (see Figure 46), just under half (47% of respondents) earn less than £20,000 per annum. A
fifth (22% of respondents) of non-compliant LGV/van drivers who reached the demographics section
of the survey chose not to disclose their personal income, explaining the lower base size. Despite
the higher refusal rate to answer this question, the base is still statistically robust enough from which
to draw conclusions with confidence. The aim of the consultation was to understand the impact a
CAZ might have on non-compliant drivers, therefore compliant drivers were not asked personal
income so no comparison can be made here.
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Figure 47: Residence of LGV/van drivers
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The majority (65%) of LGV/van drivers in the consultation sample reside on Portsea Island (see
Figure 47). Compliant drivers are more likely to live off of Portsea Island (47% of respondents),
whilst the majority of the sampled non-compliant LGV/van drivers live in the CAZ (68% of
respondents).
10.2 Vehicle replacements for LGV/van drivers
This section provides insight into the types of vehicles LGV/van drivers are making journeys with it focuses on whether current vehicles are compliant or non-compliant, whether non-compliant
drivers are planning to replace their vehicle in the next five years, and if they are, what types of
vehicle they will be replacing them with.
Figure 48: Type of fuel of current non-compliant LGVs
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All non-compliant LGV/van drivers in the consultation sample drive diesel vehicles (see Figure 48).
Non-compliant vehicles are consistently more likely to be diesel, 100% of non-compliant taxi/PHVs
were diesel and 64% of the sampled non-compliant car drivers were diesel. This is likely due to the
definition of non-compliance being used, newer diesel cars are classified as non-compliant (pre
2015) whereas newer petrol cars are compliant (post 2005).
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Figure 49: Expected timeframe for replacing LGV/van vehicle used for most frequent journeys
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Almost three-quarters (73%) of non-compliant LGV/van drivers have no specific plans to replace
their vehicle in the next five years (see Figure 49). The remaining 26% expect to replace theirs fairly
evenly over the next five years. Replacement levels are much lower amongst this cohort of noncompliant drivers; 40% of car drivers and 72% of taxi/PHV are planning to replace their vehicle in
the next five years compared to just 26% of LGV/van drivers.
Figure 50: Replacement of non-compliant LGVs
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Although only 26% of non-compliant LGV/van drivers expect to replace their vehicle in the next five
years (see Figure 49), reassuringly almost two thirds of these respondents intend to upgrade to a
compliant vehicle (64%) - the majority of which will be diesel (46%), see Figure 50. 15% plan to
upgrade to an electric or hybrid vehicle and half of these will be in the next two years (by 2021).
10.3 LGV/van response to charging CAZ
This section of the report includes information about the nature of journeys being made by noncompliant LGV/van drivers; the frequency of journeys on, off and around Portsea. It also covers the
behavioural response to different levels of charge and suggestions for alternative measures from
the open-ended responses.
Figure 51: Frequency of LGV/van drivers travelling on to or off of Portsea Island
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Non-compliant LGV/van drivers are travelling around (within) Portsea Island frequently with 65% of
respondents travelling daily (see Figure 51). A further 29% of respondents are travelling at least
weekly leaving only a small proportion (4% of respondents) who travel around the Island less than
once a week or do not travel around it at all (4% of respondents). In terms of travelling on to or
(through) off of Portsea Island, non-compliant LGV/van drivers are not making these journeys as
frequently as those travelling around the Island, only 30% of respondents are doing so daily. Overall
90% of respondents are travelling on or off the Island weekly, and only 9% of respondents are
travelling less than once a week.
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Figure 52: Reason for most frequent LGV/van journey in past three months
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The majority of non-compliant LGV/van drivers are commuting (42% of respondents) or travelling
for work (36% of respondents) most frequently. 5% of LGV/van drivers are visiting friends or relatives
and the remainder are making journeys for a range of reasons including, leisure/ entertainment (3%
of respondents), personal business (3% of respondents), shopping (2% of respondents) and making
journeys to educational establishments (3% of respondents).
Figure 53: Non-compliant LGV/van drivers response to a charging CAZ
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As Figure 53 above shows, the biggest change in behaviour occurs between the £5 and £10
charging points, this is consistent across the different cohorts of non-compliant drivers (car and
taxi/PHV). At the £5 charging point 37% of non-compliant LGV/van drivers would make the same
journey and pay the charge, this drops to 24% at £10 and virtually remains at that proportion
regardless of further increases. Drivers who would no longer be willing to pay the charge at £10+
distribute themselves amongst the alternative actions fairly evenly; some would change the
destination to avoid the charging area or not make the journey (both +3 percentage points), whilst
some would be encouraged to replace or retro-fit their vehicles to a compliant type (+5 percentage
points). Making the same journey using a different mode is not a popular choice amongst LGV/van
drivers; they often need their vehicles to carry essential equipment to carry out their work. It appears
from the analysis of the LGV/van data that once LGV/van drivers have made their choice at £10,
they tend to stick with this response - there is very little movement in the proportions selecting
different actions as the daily charging point increases.
Figure 54: Non-compliant LGV/van drivers response to a charging CAZ by travel behaviour (through/within
the proposed zone)
Made the same journey using same LGV/van and paid the daily charge
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LGV/van drivers are slightly more likely to make the journey and pay the charge than those travelling
through the CAZ between the £5 and £15 levels (see Figure 54), the biggest difference is seen in
the proportions of drivers choosing not to make the journey.
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At the £5 daily charging point 42% of those travelling through the zone would pay the charge
compared to 44% of those travelling within, this then drops to 27% and 30% of respondents
respectively when the charge increases to £10 and £15. More non-compliant LGV/van drivers
currently travelling through the proposed CAZ frequently would choose not to make those journeys
than those currently driving within; 13% would no longer travel through the zone, compared to 9%
of those driving within it. As the charge point increases, the level of LGV/van drivers not making their
journeys increases 5 percentage points to 18% of respondents for those driving through and 2
percentage points to 11% of respondents for those driving within the proposed CAZ.

Figure 55: Appeal of schemes to help reduce pollution from LGV/ vans
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An interest free loan to support upgrade to ultra-low emission vehicles (34% of respondents) was
the most popular scheme amongst LGV/van drivers (see Figure 55), closely followed by a grant to
upgrade to an electric vehicle, supported by the installation of EV charging points at key locations
around the city (31% of respondents).
In terms of those travelling within the CAZ they show stronger interest in the interest free loan (39%
of respondents) than those travelling through the CAZ (31% of respondents). Interest in the
opportunity to trial an electric vehicle was much lower at 17% and extremely low for opening a freight
consolidation centre in Portsmouth (6% of respondents). Overall half of non-compliant LGV/van
drivers are not interested in any of the schemes suggested in the consultation.
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Figure 56: Wordcloud of the themes in the suggestions of schemes which could help reduce air pollution
from LGVs/vans

Figure 56 shows the main themes from suggestions non-compliant drivers gave to reduce air
pollution from LGVs. A range of comments were made by the 45 LGV/van drivers who chose to
make suggestions, below is a summary of the themes mentioned in more detail. Suggestions were
sometimes targeted at reducing the number of cars on the road as oppose to reducing the number
of LGVs, but all with the aim of reducing air pollution in Portsea Island.
Electric
One group of non-compliant LGV/van drivers felt that an increase in the number of electric charging
points in the city would help encourage usage of electric vehicles, residential charging points were
mentioned again as seen amongst car drivers. Some suggested that making the entire council fleet
of vehicles electric an example could be set, one driver even mentioned the Post Office being
important in this too.
Public transport
A number of suggestions focused on encouraging usage of public transport in order to reduce the
number of cars on the road on Portsea Island, they ranged from subsidising fares to upgrading
buses. An efficient and cost-effective service was seen as important, and the need for buses to be
reliable and on-time; live information was proposed as one way to help manage expectations and
increase usage.
Cycling
Cycling in and around Portsmouth was mentioned by some LGV/van drivers; safe cycle lanes, CCTV
in cycle parking areas and even a public bicycle bike scheme. One driver suggested that discounted
child bicycle seats would be appealing.
A range of other suggestions were made including:
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Only charging vehicles coming on to Portsea Island
Stop building houses, flats and allowing HMOs that all contribute to over-populating the city
Tackling ferry and ship emissions
Improvements to traffic flow; introducing smart traffic lights, allowing vehicles to turn left at
red lights if clear and only having traffic lights on at peak times
The use of new technologies to reduce toxins in the air, for example having moss on buildings
or roadsides
Introducing a tram system

10.4 LGV/van any other comments
At the end of the LGV/van driver survey respondents in the consultation sample were given the
opportunity to share their ideas on how the CAZ could be improved or how it will impact people's
lives. This next section focuses on the main themes identified from the 60 open-ended comments
made by LGV/van drivers.
Figure 57: Wordcloud of the themes in the open-ended responses from LGV/van drivers of any other
comments

Impact
There was wide-spread opinion that a CAZ would be detrimental to the local economy in terms of
affecting visitor and tourist numbers in the city, and having a huge impact upon small businesses
and tradespeople (see theme below). Concerns were raised about a charge driving people away to
neighbouring destinations, such as Port Solent, Whitely, Southampton and Chichester for leisure
activities and shopping. A CAZ was extensively, and unpopularly, viewed as affecting the less
affluent and working class.
Small businesses and tradespeople
LGV/van drivers had obvious concerns about the impact a CAZ would have on their businesses,
some felt it would make their business unaffordable to run whilst others voiced concerns that passing
charges on to customers would make them less competitive as well as unfairly penalising residents
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even further. Some LGV/van residents went as far as saying that they would have to relocate off of
Portsea Island and other non-residents said it would prevent them from working in the city.
Stop building
Another theme that emerged from LGV/van drivers was the number of new builds in the city which
drivers felt was contributing to more cars on the roads and higher levels of car emissions; houses,
flats and HMOs were all mentioned.
No alternatives
LGV/van drivers often felt that imposing a charge on them would be particularly unjust given the
nature of their vehicles and the importance they have to their owners; they play an essential role to
the livelihood of many owners, being used to carry tools and equipment that individuals would be
unable to manage using public transport for example. Public transport was also mentioned as not
being suitable in terms of limited routes for reaching customers, and not running at suitable times
for shift workers to utilise the service.
Other comments
Amongst a wide range of other comments, some areas were raised that have mirrored themes seen
amongst both car and taxi drivers; improvements to traffic flow, introduction of a scrappage scheme
or interest free loans to help drivers to purchase a compliant vehicle, more charging points and
improvements to public transport.
Another less popular but interesting comment was the suggestion to offer free park and ride on
match days to encourage supporters to park out of Portsea Island.
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11.0 Business consultation
As mentioned in the earlier sections of this report, a separate consultation survey was designed and
distributed directly to local businesses through PCC distribution lists and it was promoted on social
media. In the marketing and communications of the consultation survey, business owners and
representatives with fleets of Light Good Vehicles (LGVs) and/or Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs)
were asked to take part in a short survey regarding the potential charging Clean Air Zone (CAZ) and
in particular how their businesses would respond to its installation.
11.1 Sample
In total, 62 businesses interacted with the consultation survey. It is not possible to comment on how
robust this makes the findings of this survey because the "total population" of businesses with LGV
and/or HGV fleets is not known.
As Figure 57 shows there was a fair spread of respondents from businesses of different sizes with
the largest proportion of business respondents (40%) coming from micro businesses (0 to 9
employees). There is no comparative data which can be used to measure the representativeness
of the business size distribution of this sample - businesses with LGV and HGV fleets.
Figure 57: Business size distribution
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Respondents were asked how many non-compliant vehicles they had in their business fleet - see
Table 2 for the results from this question.
Table 2: Business with LGV/HGV fleets responses

Vehicle type
LGV petrol (registration pre 2006)
LGV diesel (registration pre 2015)
HGV diesel (registration pre 2015)

Fleet size (number of vehicles)
1-5
6-10
11-15
Over 15
46
1
3
3
20
2
2
3
13
0
4
3
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To calculate the estimated number of LGV and HGV business vehicles in the sample, the mid-points
from each group were used e.g. the 1-5 group used the midpoint of 3. 'Over 15' was treated as 16
for the purpose of this analysis. The mid-points were then multiplied by the number of respondents
in each category to produce an estimated number of business vehicles in each fleet size category see Table 3 below.
Table 3: Business LGV/HGV fleet sizes
Mid-point of fleet size classes
3
8
13
16
30
8
39
48
60
16
26
48
39
0
52
48

Vehicle type
LGV petrol (registration pre 2006)
LGV diesel (registration pre 2015)
HGV diesel (registration pre 2015)

These estimates were then aggregated by vehicle type to produce estimated total number of
vehicles - see Table 4.
Table 4: Total business LGV/HGV fleet sizes

Non-compliant vehicle type
LGV petrol
LGV diesel
HGV diesel

Estimated total number of vehicles Total
125
150
139
Total

275
139
414

11.2 LGV business fleet response to a charging CAZ
Figure 58: Businesses with LGV fleet response to a charging CAZ
Instruct LGV drivers to make the same journey in the same vehicle and pay daily charge
Change destination of LGV drivers to avoid Clean Air Zone
Replace (or retrofit) non-compliant LGVs in fleet
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Respondents with non-compliant LGVs in their fleet were then asked how they would respond to
the installation of a charging CAZ, the results from which are presented in Figure 58. The results
are inconsistent with the pattern of responses in each subgroup of the individual responses (private
cars, taxis/PHVs and private LGVs) and appear illogical. The proportion of business respondents
that would instruct LGV drivers to make the same journey in the same vehicle and pay a daily charge
decreases from a £5 daily charge (27% of respondents) to a £10 daily charge (19% of respondents)
- as expected - however the proportion then increases from the £10 daily charge to a £15 daily
charge (23% of respondents) and increases further at a £20 daily charge (to the same level as those
willing to pay a £5 daily charge, 27% of respondents). The results show that further research is
required here to understand these trends.
Figure 59: Business (with LGV fleets) appeal of schemes to help reduce impact of CAZ
A grant to upgrade to an electric vehicle, supported
by the installation of EV charging points at key
locations around the city

Mitigation measure

An interest free loan to support upgrade to ultra low
emission vehicle
The opportunity to trial the use of an electric
vehicle
Opening a freight consolidation centre in
Portsmouth

None of the listed options
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The same cohort of respondents were asked if they would use various mitigation measures to help
reduce air pollution from LGVs. As Figure 59 shows 44% of respondents selected' none of the listed
options'. Of the listed mitigation measured, the most popular response is 'a grant to upgrade to an
electric vehicle, support by the installation of EV charging points at key locations around the city'
which a third of respondents (33%) selected, followed by 'an interest free loan to support upgrade
to ultra-low emission vehicle' which approximately a quarter (26%) of this cohort support. 'Opening
a freight consolidation centre in Portsmouth' was the least popular mitigation measure which only
7% of the business respondents with LGV fleets selected.
The business respondents with non-complaint LGVs were then asked if they had any suggestions
for other measures which could help reduce air pollution, the number of open-ended responses was
limited but the main themes included:


The impact of the port/ferries on the air quality needs to be addressed
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Traffic flow/congestion in the city (specifically caused by traffic lights) is the main cause of
engine idling and subsequent pollution
A limit on the number of vehicles per household should be implemented more strictly to
reduce overall number of vehicles on the roads

11.3 Businesses with HGV fleet response to a charging CAZ
Figure 60: Businesses with HGV fleet response to a charging CAZ
Instruct HGV drivers to make the same journey in the same vehicle and pay daily charge
Change destination of HGV drivers to avoid Clean Air Zone
Replace (or retrofit) non-compliant HGVs in fleet
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Respondents with non-compliant HGVs in their fleet were asked how they would respond to the
installation of a charging CAZ, the results from which are presented in Figure 60. The results suggest
that an increasing daily charge has no impact on the proportion of businesses that would instruct
their HGV drivers to make the same journey in the same vehicle and pay a daily charge - this
remained constant at 13% from a £25 daily charge to a £100 daily charge.
There is an increase in the proportion of respondents that selected 'replace (or retrofit) noncompliant HGVs in fleet' from a £50 daily charge to a £75 daily charge (from 31% to 38% of
respondents) however this then decreases from a £75 daily charge to a £100 daily charge to 31%
of respondents which is explained by an increase in the proportion of respondents selecting 'relocate
business premises out of Clean Air Zone' at a £100 daily charge.
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Figure 61: Business (with HGV fleets) appeal of schemes to help reduce impact of CAZ
A grant to retrofit the existing fleet so that the
vehicles become Euro VI compliant
An interest free loan to support upgrade to ultralow emission vehicles
Opening a freight consolidation centre in
Portsmouth
Reducing the Clean Air Zone charge for journeys
made outside of peak hours
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The businesses with non-compliant HGVs in their fleet were slightly more supportive of the listed
mitigation measures, as Figure 61 shows, 31% of this cohort selected 'none of the listed options'
compared to the 44% of respondents in the LGV cohort (see Figure 59). Of the listed mitigation
measures, 'a grant to retrofit the existing fleet so that the vehicles become Euro VI compliant' and
'an interest free loan to support upgrade to ultra-low emission vehicles' were the most selected
responses with 31% of respondents each. Similarly to the LGV mitigation measures, the least
popular measure is 'opening a freight consolidation centre in Portsmouth' which was selected by
only 13% of respondents.
The business respondents with non-complaint HGVs were also asked if they had any suggestions
for other measures which could help reduce air pollution, the number of open-ended responses was
very limited and the only theme which could be identified in the open-ended responses was about
ensuring that business/industry is not unfairly impacted and that any schemes implemented should
address all non-complaint vehicles.
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12.0 Summary
The main purpose of conducting the Stated Preference Survey was to gain an understanding of how
drivers of different vehicle types would be likely to respond to the introduction of a charging CAZ in
Portsmouth. The information gathered has provided a valuable insight into local views and opinions
of a potential charging CAZ, ahead of the full consultation which is planned to be carried out on the
preferred scheme package.
This data will be fed into the work of the Air Quality Local Plan being produced for the city, in
particular the economic impact and distributional impact analysis. Part of the Strategic Case within
the Local Plan sets out the wider policy context with Portsmouth, and considers adverse impacts
that may arise through the packages of measures considered. The information gathered through
this survey will assist with this work, and provide a local level of data to inform the study.
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